The Basis of Future Operations
building had to be sacrificed to our war industry, under the pressure of the blockade and the necessities of the war, in order to furnish old iron for the steel of our guns and shells. The output of steel gradually became adequate. Then the steel had to be distributed to the various works—i.e., for guns, ammunition, barbed wire, and, in particular, the quota for the improvement of the railways had to be set apart.
Besides coal, iron and steel, the material required for the production of submarines, motor-transport and aircraft,- and lubricants, presented us with some of our gravest problems. For lubricants we had to rely on Austria-Hungary and Rumania. As the former country could not supply enough oil, and every effort adequately to increase her output failed, the Rumanian oil was of decisive importance. But even when we had this source the question of rolling stock remained very serious, and made both the carrying on of the war and life at home very difficult. In 1918 the supplies in the Caucasus promised better times. In our economic condition at that time, our home production of benzol could not be substantially increased. Besides, benzol was not suitable for submarines and aircraft. When, towards the end of the war, we did decide to supply benzol for 1 our aircraft, this was done solely on account of the shortage of petrol, and in the knowledge that we were thereby reducing the fighting capacity of our airmen, and increasing the dangers to which they were exposed. Stocks, like the rate of wastage in the Army, required constant watching. The use of cars had to be limited more than ever, and even that of motor-lorries in quiet periods, in order to be able to make full use of them at critical moments. I could not put the Army's demands any higher.
The shortage of oil at home was serious. The country districts did not obtain sufficient for the winter. The peasants had to pass the long winter evenings in the dark, which was very bad for their moral It is characteristic of Germany that little was ever said about this great inconvenience. For a time some of our transport difficulties were due to the bad lubricants used on the locomotives. They froze very easily. Private cars were
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